Crisis to Camp

**Directions:** Fill in the boxes below with details from “I Live in a Refugee Camp” to identify the causes and effects of Bilan’s family’s decision to flee Somalia and move into a refugee camp in Ethiopia. Use our clues to help you.

**Cause 1:** What changes in Somalia led Bilan’s family to decide to leave?

**Cause 2:** What did Bilan’s family hope for when they left their home for a refugee camp?

**Cause 3:** Who or what makes it possible for Bilan’s family to receive help at the refugee camp?

**Event:** Bilan became a refugee four years ago when her family left Somalia and moved to the Kobe refugee camp in Ethiopia.

**Effect 1:** How is life in the refugee camp different from life in Somalia?

**Effect 2:** How has Bilan reacted to life in the refugee camp?

**Effect 3:** What opportunities do refugees have in Ethiopia?